DEPARTMENTAL EVENTS:

Friday December 21; 12 noon: The GPPL Main Office Closes for the Holidays! We will re-open at 8:30 a.m. on Wednesday, January 2, 2019.

We’ll see all of you in the New Year!

IN THE NEWS

David Gordon (Arts & Science; Geography and Planning). Globe and Mail: Quebec town of Candiac sheds its suburban ways with design-focused development. Dr. Gordon says there are encouraging signs across Canada of moves to “urbanize the suburbs.”

HUMAN RIGHTS AND EQUITY OFFICE TRI-AWARDS

Please click on the individual links below for eligibility and more information on each of the awards:

Employment Equity Award: http://www.queensu.ca/equity/employment-equity/employment-equity-award
Steve Cutway Accessibility Award: http://www.queensu.ca/equity/accessibility/accessibility-award
Human Rights Initiative Award: http://www.queensu.ca/humanrights/initiatives/human-rights-initiatives-award

Deadline for nominations is noon on January 11, 2019. www.queensu.ca/equity/news/call-nominations

FACULTY FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

Shastri Institutional Collaborative Research Grant- LOIs due 12/27/2018
American Institute for Cancer Research - 2019 Research Grant Program- LOIs due 01/25/2019
Govt of Canada: Accessible Technology Program- LOIs due 01/02/2019
Ideas to Innovation- LOIs due 01/07/2019
Studies in Natural Sciences and Engineering (NSE) Research- LOIs due 01/31/2019

CONFERENCE

Annual Inquiry@Queen’s Undergraduate Research Conference, March 7-8, 2019
Below is a photo of members of the HEC Lab doing a high school presentation on Indigenous-settler research at Frontenac Secondary School last week!

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
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